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Abstract: We present a high-throughput nanoindentation study of in situ bending effects on incipient
plastic deformation behavior of polycrystalline and single-crystalline pure aluminum and pure copper
at ultranano depths (< 200 nm). We find that hardness displays a statistically inverse dependence on
in-plane stress for indentation depths smaller than 10 nm, and the dependence disappears for larger
indentation depths. In contrast, plastic noise in the nanoindentation force and displacement displays
statistically robust noise features, independently of applied stresses. Our experimental results suggest
the existence of a regime in Face Centered Cubic (FCC) crystals where ultranano hardness is sensitive
to residual applied stresses, but plasticity pop-in noise is insensitive to it.
Keywords: nanoindentation; pop-in; crystal plasticity; hardness; avalanches; noise; face-centered cubic
1. Introduction
Nanoindentation provides a unique opportunity to probe mechanical deformation at the nanoscale
of any solid surface. While numerous experimental nanoindentation studies have been conducted to
understand size effects [1–8] and residual stresses [9–12] in nano- and microscale plasticity, it has been
elusive to use surface nanoindentation to distinguish surface from bulk crystal plasticity features [13–21].
In a dislocation-free region, nanoindentation turns from elastic to plastic through a sudden burst,
labeled as primary "pop-ins" [22–30]. However, in a dislocation-rich region, nanoindentation is
characterized by a noisy response, with multiple secondary pop-in bursts at multiple depths [31].
Nanoindentation primary pop-in bursts initiate crystal plasticity and are known to be driven by surface
dislocation nucleation [32] due to large stress concentrations at the indentation tip. Surface-induced
primary pop-in events have been very useful in revealing fundamental mechanisms of surface-induced
crystal plasticity in annealed crystals, and they appear to provide an onset signature of local plasticity
in dislocation-starved surface locations. In this work, we investigate the role and character of the
secondary pop-ins, namely the collective noise that emerges during nanoindentation at low depths
(<200 nm) in determining mechanical properties of FCC crystals. We find that this secondary noise is
robust across FCC single and poly- crystals, as well as in the presence of applied in situ tension, even
though hardness displays strong sensitivity.
Nanoindentation has been used in investigations of in situ mechanically loaded metallic samples
using a variety of indentation protocols, geometries and depths [32–38]. The main outcome of these
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works is a strong dependence of the apparent hardness on tensile stress, which nevertheless disappears
if the nanoindentation surface contact area is scaled appropriately [39,40]. However, nanoscale effects
of pop-in events, either primary or secondary ones, and especially in in situ loaded samples with
large pre-existing dislocation density [31,32] (namely, prestrained and in situ loaded) have been
ambiguous [33]. In particular, the question that arises is the ability to distinguish bulk dislocation
density populations through the thorough investigation of noise features in force and hardness
measurements at the ultrananoscale regime,).
In this paper, we focus on the statistical features of the noise in the nanoindentation force-depth
curves at very shallow depths (<200 nm). We concentrate our efforts on common Face Centered
Cubic (FCC) metals, in particular single and polycrystalline pure aluminum, and single crystal pure
copper. In addition, we explore the effect of in situ bending stress on nanoindentation at very shallow
depths (see Figures 1 and 2). At shallow depths, plasticity is not primarily controlled by the shape
of the indenter tip (see Supplementary Materials (SM)) and the most pronounced evidence of this
fact is the well-known observation that post-indentation surface profiles are stochastic at depths less
than 15 nm and do not exactly follow the indenter tip’s shape [31,32]. We study two tips, Berkovich
(with a residual 10 nm apex-radius) and spherical with a radius of 5 µm (see Figure 3), and we find
qualitative and statistical agreement of reported results (see also Supplementary Materials (SM)). In
this work, we report on high-throughput indentation measurements on prestressed (see Tables 1 and 2)
FCC samples (single and polycrystal Cu, Al) (see Table 3) and statistically analyze large datasets of
load–displacement curves, focusing on the behavior of hardness and pop-in noise. High-throughput
indentations may be averaged to statistically nullify the effects of uncorrelated surface roughness and/or
grain orientation, thus providing us the opportunity of only focusing on intrinsic microstructural
effects. Single crystalline samples were oriented at (100) orientation, since uniaxial tension along this
orientation leads to multi-slip dislocation plasticity [40]. The material selection of Cu and Al provided
also some testing evidence for the variability of stacking fault energies and propensity for cross-slip in
two distinct microstructures [41,42].
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Figure 1. Representative images of experimental device. (a) Custom 4 point-bending fixture, side 
view of the stage for polycrystalline sample; (b) finite element modeling, using the ABAQUS 
software [43], assisted design (see Tables 1, 2); (c) top view of 4 point-bending fixture for a 
single-crystalline sample, strain gauge is glued on the top surface of the sample. (d) Optical image of 
surface steps when strain is larger than 0.1% in single crystalline copper sample. 
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 1. Representative images of experimental device. (a) Custo i t-bending fixture, side view
of the stag for polycrystalline sample; (b) finite eleme modeling, using the ABAQUS software [43],
assisted design (see Tables 1 and 2); (c) top view of 4 point-bending fixture for a single-crystalline
sample, strain gauge is glued on the top surface of the sample. (d) Optical image of surface steps when
strain is larger than 0.1% in single crystalline copper sample.
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lateral displacements (e,f) of various steel device components and a copper sample in the fixture, 
showing that the strain effect of the fixture on the sample is smaller than 10  (see also SM). 
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strain/stress/plastic-strain mapping were developed for each material (see Tables 1 and 2 for a 
particular example of polycrystalline, as well as single-crystalline aluminum). The applied strain on 
the samples extended, in small steps, up to 0.5%, well into the crystal plasticity regime. Clear surface 
steps (primarily due to dislocation plasticity) formed after 0.2% strain in all materials tested 
(example seen in Figure 1d for a single crystal copper sample), naturally influencing the indentation 
results at small depths. For this reason, our main results are focused on small loads/strains (<0.2%), 
Figure 2. Four-point bending fixtures in a nanoindentation device: (a–c) Stainless steel fixtures in
an iNano nanoi t r. (a) 10 cm-long, (b) 5 cm-long, (c) 10 mm-long. Th fixture in (c) is the one
that a l data pr sented in this work. (d–f) Finite element s mulatio s of von Mises stress (d)
and lat r l i l cements (e,f) of various steel devi e components and a copper sample in the fixture,
showing that the strain effect of the fixture on the sample is s aller than 10−6 (see also Supplementary
Materials (SM)).
2. Materials and Methods
Multiple electropolished commercial aluminum polycrystals (99.99% purity, Plasma Materials
Inc., US) and commercial aluminum and copper single crystals at orientation (100) (99.99% purity,
MTI Corporation, US), of dimensions 2 mm × 5 mm × 10 mm, were used in this study. No thermal
annealing or other processing was performed on the samples, so that dislocation density variability is
averaged in the statistical sampling throughout the study (see examples of apparent dislocation density
variability in Tables 1–3). Samples were originally tested for their elastic moduli and compressive
strength (see Table 3). Custom-made 4-point loading fixtures (see Figures 1 and 2) were designed
to apply n-plane tensio at the sample’s top central region during nanoind ntation, controlling the
local strain at the op central surface area through a screw element at the bottom of the fixture. The
strain was measured in situ by using commercial strain gauges (see Figure 1c and Tables 1 and 2).
Data presented in this work have been produced through the device in Figure 1a,c and Figure 2c–f,
but the consistency of the results has been demonstrated using the larger samples and devices (see
Supplementary Materials (SM)). It is also important to note that the strain measured by the strain gage
cannot directly correspond to the strain of a uniaxially loaded sample (Table 3) due to the bending
deformation and material inhomogeneities.
High-throughput nanoindentations were performed in the center (1 mm)2 surface areas of the
samples, with typical distances between nano ndentation sites being 10 µm in each d rection. Given
that nanoinde tation depths did not exceed 250 nm, the dista c betw e nanoindentation sites may be
regarded as independent [24,27]. For the estimation of the applied tension at the nanoindentation sites,
independently measured elastic moduli and yield stresses were exported into finite element simulations,
performed using ABAQUS software [43] (see an example in Figure 1b and also in the Supplementary
Materials (SM)). Through systematic calculations and testing, tables for strain/stress/plastic-strain
mapping were developed for each material (see Tables 1 and 2 for a particular example of polycrystalline,
as well as single-crystalline aluminum). The applied strain on the samples extended, in small steps,
up to 0.5%, well into the crystal plasticity regime. Clear surface steps (primarily due to dislocation
plasticity) formed after 0.2% strain in all materials tested (example seen in Figure 1d for a single crystal
copper sample), naturally influencing the indentation results at small depths. For this reason, our main
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results are focused on small loads/strains (<0.2%), which should not be influenced by such steps, and
more details on these issues are discussed in the Supplementary Materials (SM).
Nanoindentation experiments were performed with an iNano (Nanomechanics Inc., TN)
nanoindenter with Berkovich (apex roundness of 20 nm) and spherical (5µm) tips (see Figure 3), acquired
by Microstar Inc. This work focuses on Berkovich indentations, with spherical indentations used for
verification and validation purposes, since we believe that this work’s main findings are independent of
the tip-shape. The details of the materials preparation, bending fixture and nanoindentation protocols
are discussed in the Supplementary Materials (SM) (see also Figure 2). Standard CSM parameters were
used for CSM hardness measurements using the Berkovich tip (100 Hz frequency, drift rate error of
0.2 nm/s).
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Figure 3. Nanoindentation tips used in study: (a,b and b-inset) Diamond Berkovich tip Scanning
Electron Microscopy (SEM) images at three resol tions (120µm, 6µm, 1µm); the tip has a residual
spherical endpoi t of radius 10 nm. (c,d) Five-µ ius diamond spherical tip.
Table 1. Example of b nding deflection and strain–str ss correspondence: Polycrystal Al: Measured
total strain and calculated stre s and plastic strain.
Deflection (µm) Total Strain% Plastic Strain% Tensile Stress (MPa)
0 0 0 0
9.7 0.031 0 19.1
22.6 0.065 0 40.13
31.6 0.11 0.04 41.86
40.3 0.15 0.08 43.21
49.3 0.2 0.127 44.6
58.3 0.24 0.165 45.9
71.7 0.31 0.233 47.12
82.3 0.36 0.283 47.35
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Table 2. Example of bending deflection and strain–stress correspondence: Single Crystal Al: Measured
total strain and calculated stress and plastic strain.
Deflection (µm) Total Strain% Plastic Strain% Tensile Stress (MPa)
2.3 0.005 0 3.5
9.3 0.05 0.009 20
11.2 0.1 0.04 20.11
Table 3. Material properties of materials tested as estimated in a materials test frame (see also
Supplementary Materials (SM)).
Material Tested Elastic Modulus (GPa) Strength (0.2%) (MPa)
Cu (100) 108 86
Al (100) 71 112
Cu Polycrystal 114 125
Al Polycrystal 73 105
3. Results
In the following, we present our main results on the correlation between hardness and secondary
pop-in bursts in FCC polycrystalline pure aluminum, single-crystalline pure aluminum and single
crystalline pure copper. Our data is also supported by the Supplementary Materials (SM), which
provides additional details. In each of the cases, we focused on two main observables: i) the raw
force-depth curves and ii) the Continuous Stiffness Method (CSM)-estimated hardness [24,27]. Both
observables were analyzed in statistical terms by defining histograms of hardness or large fluctuations
in depth, as the applied tension is modified. For the pop-in event probability distributions, the pop-in
noise event size is defined so that S =
∑
i for δh>hthr
δhi, to analyze the displacement bursts in a quantitative
manner, using the threshold hthr being equal to the machine noise threshold hthr = 0.2nm, which was
independently tested, given the laboratory’s environmental conditions.
Polycrystalline Al: In order to investigate the influence of the applied in-plane stresses on the
load–displacement curves, we carried out indentation tests across a large surface area of 1 × 1 mm2 in
the centerline of three polycrystalline specimens (for each sample, ∼5000 indentations at each stress
level given in Table 1). Samples were electropolished before being loaded and indented.
In all cases, load–displacement curves show a continuous elastic response followed by multiple
measurable displacement bursts (see Figure 4b). These bursts are at depths large compared to the
expected oxide film in aluminum, and therefore may statistically attributed to the mechanical response
of polycrystalline aluminum. This intrinsic material noise is attributed to both surface roughness
and stochasticity of crystalline plastic deformation. In Figure 4c, S is the magnitude of a single
displacement burst, while P(S) is the probability density. The event distributions display a remarkable
stability into a form that resembles P(S) = A*S−1.6 exp(−S/S0), where A is a normalization constant
and S0 defines the cutoff of the distribution (here, ~12 nm in all applied tensions). Interestingly, the
applied tension appears to consistently suppress large events, however the robustness of the power-law
response (P(S) ~ S−1.6) seems clear. It is worth noting that this power-law response is observed in other
nanomechanical studies [6,7,44], and it is suspected to hold across nanomechanical responses in a
material-independent and loading-independent, thus universal, manner [40,45–47].
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Figure 4. Pop-in events in polycrystalline aluminum. (a) A representative sample of nanoindentation
load–depth curves in Al non-stressed samples over a region of 1 mm2 on the top surface. (b) Detailed
load–depth behavior at four randomly selected locations on non-stressed sample top surface, colors in
(a,b) just signify distinct indentation trials (distinct indentation sites). (c) Probability event distribution
P(S) as function of event size S (described in text) for applied total in-plane strain of 0.031 () (blue),
0.065  (green), 0.11 (I) (red), 0.15 (J)(cyan), 0.2 (N)% (purple). The solid line is a guide to the eye
and represents y ∼ x –1.6. (d) Probability distribution P (V) of the “pop-in noise” intensity V = dh/dt
(described in text) (total strain shown in legend).
The current study represents the first evidence of this kind in nanoindentation of FCC crystals.
Following Reference [46] and in the effort to corroborate the evidence of Figure 4c, we also investigated
the behavior of the local event "intensity", defined as the recorded rate of depth changes dh/dt.
In Figure 4d, the probability distribution of the local event intensity P(V) is presented as obtained data
from depth vs. time (h-t) curves. The observed behavior is reminiscent of typical avalanche dynamics
in various mean-field models [46] and appears independent of the applied tension.
A distinct dimension in the investigation of nanoindentation is provided by the behavior of
hardness. While not an exact measurement, the CSM method [24] provides a concrete continuous
measure of hardness that is expected to be consistent in relative terms, especially for the same material
class and sample. Figure 5a–d show the variation of hardness as a function of indentation depth
at different in-plane stresses, for a large multitude of indented locations and five different samples.
Hardness displays a strong size effect dependence on depth for all in-situ tension levels. These size
effects are well known from various prior studies of Berkovich indentation on FCC metals ([27,29,31]
and references therein). Hardness values first increase with increasing indentation depth until it reaches
a peak (approximately 2 GPa for zero applied in-plane stress and zero strain, see Figure 4c,d) and
then decreases towards a plateau at approximately 1 GPa consistent with prior studies [25–28,36,37].
However, we notice an additional, overall, unseen before, effect of in situ tension on hardness, which
becomes clear when Figure 5a (low tension) is contrasted to Figure 5b (high tension). Despite natural
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data variability due to extrinsic (roughness) and intrinsic (dislocation bursts) reasons, there is a
strikingly strong correlation between the depth-dependent hardness and the applied in-plane stress.
At up to 43.21 MPa in-plane stresses, the hardness shifts towards lower values. As it can be seen in
Figure 5b–d, the hardness below depths of 10 nm shows a clear dependence on the applied in-plane
stress (strain), while for larger depths such dependence disappears.
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dependence on the applied tension can be distinguished at very low depths (<20 nm) as well as large 
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micromechanical mechanisms, as expected [46,47]. 
Figure 5. Hardness in polycrystalline aluminum. Variation of hardness as a function of indentation
depth for multiple samples at in-plane stress (a) zero and (b) 43.21 MPa (with 0.08% plastic strain (see
Table 1)). Colors in (a,b) signify distinct indentation trials (distinct indentation sites). In (c), we show
the change of average and binned hardness with applied in-plane strain at various indentation depths
(depths shown in legend), while in (d), we show the change of average and binned hardness with
depth at various total applied strains (corresponding strains shown in legend).
Single-Crystalline Al: Samples at orientation (100) of ultra-high purity were mechanically polished
to nanometer scale as purchased from the manufacturer. Analogously to the case of polycrystalline
Al, Figure 6a–c show force–displacement curves and the statistics of pop-in events, for different
applied tension levels. Figure 6a displays the actual response of four individual indentation sites,
demonstrating the existence of non-trivial displacement jumps that extend to 10 nm, even at depths of
100 nm. If these curves are averaged across indentation sites, then the average dependence on the
applied tension can be distinguished at very low depths (<20 nm) as well as large depths (>125 nm).
Nevertheless, the histograms of displacement bursts through all indentation sites at a given stress
level display a wide distribution that has a marked independence on the applied tension. While the
power-law behavior appears similar to the one observed in polycrystalline Al, the behavior resembles
P(S) = A*S−1.3 exp(−(S/S0)1.5). These differences may signify distinct micromechanical mechanisms,
as expected [46,47].
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The behavior of the CSM hardness for single crystalline Al is quite consistent with the 
polycrystalline case. As seen in Figure 7a, the sample-averaged hardness shows that the applied 
tension drastically decreases the small-depth hardness by a factor of 30. As shown in Figure 7b, the 
decrease of the hardness at depths less than 15 nm is proportional to the applied strain at a high 
negative power n < −3. Figure 3d shows the sample-average hardness at various depths as function 
of applied tensile strain, showing both the saturation at larger strains and the drastic decrease as 
soon as tension is applied (see SM for details). As shown in a recent theoretical work [48], the 
identified 10 nm-depth dependence of the CSM hardness on in-plane tension cannot be detected in a 
simple experimental way (by using AFM, for example on 1–2 samples). As shown in Reference [48] 
through discrete dislocation simulations, a large ensemble of images is required in order for the 
averaging process to demonstrate this dislocation-density-induced and tip-shape-independent 
statistical effect, and this effect persists in a consistent manner with the behavior of the stiffness [48]. 
Figure 6. Pop-in events in single crystal aluminum. (a) Representative samples of nanoindentation
load–depth curves in Al non-stressed samples (Colors/symbols in (a) signify just distinct indentation
trials at distinct indentation sites). (b) Sample-averaged load–depth behavior as function of applied
total tensile strain levels (0%, 0.005%, 0.05%, 0.1%, see legend). There are about 1000 tests averaged
per strain. (c) Probability event distribution P(S) as function of event size as function of the applied
in-plane tensile strain (strain level shown in legend).
The behavior of the CSM hardness for single crystalline Al is quite consistent with the
polycrystalline case. As seen in Figure 7a, the sample-averaged hardness shows that the applied
tension drastically decreases the small-depth hardness by a factor of 30. As shown in Figure 7b, the
decrease of the hardness at depths less than 15 nm is proportional to the applied strain at a high
negative power n < −3. Figure 3d shows the sample-average hardness at various depths as function of
applied tensile strain, showing both the saturation at larger strains and the drastic decrease as soon as
tension is applied (see Supplementary Materials (SM) for details). As shown in a recent theoretical
work [48], the identified 10 nm-depth dependence of the CSM hardness on in-plane tension cannot be
detected in a simple experimental way (by using AFM, for example on 1–2 samples). As shown in
Reference [48] through discrete dislocation simulations, a large ensemble of images is required in order
for the averaging process to demonstrate this dislocation-density-induced and tip-shape-independent
statistical effect, and this effect persists in a consistent manner with the behavior of the stiffness [48].
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Single-Crystalline Cu: Samples at orientation (100), of ultra-high purity, were mechanically 
polished to nanometer scale as purchased from manufacturer. Analogously to the other materials 
tested, results display a universal set of displacement bursts at small depths in conjunction to a 
strong sensitivity of the CSM hardness on in situ applied tension. Figure 8a shows sample responses 
at individual indentation sites. Displacement bursts are clear but evidently smaller than in 
aluminum.  
Figure 7. Hardness and statistics in single-crystalline aluminum. (a) Sample-averaged hardness-depth
measurements carried on single crystals (100) at multiple tensile strain levels (0%, 0.005%, 0.05%, 0.1%).
(b) Average hardness for four strains (zoomed in) showing that the behavior is consistent with a strong
dependence on applied tensile strain, analogously to the behavior in polycrystalline Al, showing that
hardness is proportional to a power law of the applied tensile strain. Different symbols/colors indicate
different applied tensile strains. Each figure has almost 1000 indentations averaged in each strain.
(c) Shows the full hardness averages with respect to the applied te sile strains, for a given depth bin
(colors/symbols in (c) follow legend in (b)).
Single-Crystalline Cu: Samples at orientation (100), of ultra-high purity, were mechanically polished
to nanometer scale as purchased from manufacturer. Analogous y to the othe materials tested, results
display a universal s t of displacement bursts at small depths in conjunction a strong sensitivity
of he CSM hardness on in situ pplied ten ion. Figure 8a show sampl respo ses at individual
indentation sites. Displacement bursts are clear but evidently smaller than in aluminum.
The sample-aver ged force–displacement curve in Figure 8b show a cl ar depend nce on the
pplied tension at all tested depths. In Figure 6c, the histogram of displacement bursts show the
existence of a clear power-law behavior that resembles the one found for polycrystalline aluminum
following the form P(S) = A*S−1.6 exp(−S/S0).
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Figure 8. Force–displacement and pop-in events in single crystal copper. (a) Representative samples
of nanoindentation load–depth curves in Cu non-stressed samples (Colors/symbols in (a) signify just
distinct i t ti tri ls at distinct indentation sites). (b) S l -averaged load–depth behavior a
function of applied total tensile train lev ls (0.04%, 0.08%, 0.12%, 0.14%, 0.16%). Ther are about 1000
tests averaged per strain. (c) Probability event distribution P(S) as function of event size as function of
the applied in-pl n tensile strain. The statist cal behavior is similar to the one observed or polycrystal
copper (n t s own [49]), and consistently s milar to the behaviors bserved for single crystal and
p lycrystal Al.
The behavior of the CSM hardness for single crystalline Cu is quite consistent with the
polycrystalline case. As seen in Figure 9a, the sample-averaged hardne s shows th t the applied tension
drastically decreases the small- t hardness by a factor of 30. As shown in Figur 9b, the decrease of
the hardness t d pths less than 15 nm is proportional to the applied strain at a high negative power n
< −2. Figure 9c shows the sample-average hardness at various depths as function of applied tensile
strain, showing again, both the saturation at larger strains and the drastic decrease as soo as tension
is applied.
We conclude by clarifying that the origin of the hardness dependence on applied tension
at ultranano indentation depths may not be related to simple mechanica origins, such as
four-point-bendi g contact displacements [11,19]. Not only the 4pt bending contacts are at very
l rge distances from the indentation regi n (~5 mm), nd the n noindentatio epths are impressiv ly
small (~10 m), the data is also consistent with analogous findings in much larger four-point-bending
fixtures (see Figure 2a,b), with much large tested samples (see additional discussion and figures
in Suppleme tary Materials (SM) and Reference [49]). Thus, we conclude th t the effect’ origin
is intrinsic to the nan me hanics under eath the metallic material surface. This effect is a novel
dislocation-den ity controlled eff c nd displays relative independence from the anoindentation tip
sha e and effective radius [48]. Thus, th effect is controlled by the mean dislocation spacing [48],
which also effectively controls th nanoindentation depth at which tip- hape-relat d size effects [13]
become visible [48,50]. The mean dislocation spacing displays strong dependence on prior processi g,
a d thus on the pre-existing dislocation d nsity, even in single crystalline m tals [48,50].
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geometrically necessary dislocations concepts. However, further experimental investigations were 
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Poole et al. suggested that the overestimation is due to the strong repulsion of the geometrically 
necessary dislocations (GND) at shallow depths, causing an expansion of the effective volume of 
geometrically necessary dislocations [52,53]. In brief, the nanoscale plausible plasticity is governed 
by two main mechanisms, either dislocation nucleation at the surface or interactions, movement and 
nucleation of the pre-existing bulk (but close to the surface) dislocations. While the former case has 
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Figure 9. Hardness and statistics in single-crystalline copper. (a) Sample-averaged hardness-depth
measurements carried on single crystals (100) at multiple tensile strain levels (0%, 0.04%, 0.08%,
0.16%, see legend). (b) Average hardness for four strains (zoomed in) showing that the behavior is
consistent with a strong dependence on applied tensile strain, analogously to the behavior in single
and polycrystalline Al, showing that hardness is proportional to a power law of the applied tensile
strain. Different symbols/colors indicate different applied tensile strains. Each figure has almost 1000
indentations averaged in each strain. (c) Shows the full hardness averages with respect to the applied
tensile strains for a given depth bin. (a–c) Shows that the hardness at shallow depths transitions almost
immediately, but the effect is still present until 15 nm. (Colors/symbols in (c) follow legend in (b)).
4. Discussion
The variation of depth-dependent hardness at the ultranano regime has remained a challenging
concept. Early studies [25,26,32,51] used the strain gradient plasticity approaches using geometrically
necessary dislocations concepts. However, further experimental investigations were not convincing
enough to support the overall conclusions, particularly at nanometer-scale depths [37]. Specifically,
the Nix–Gao model overestimates the hardness values at very small depths [51]. Poole et al. suggested
that the overestimation is due to the strong repulsion of the geometrically necessary dislocations
(GND) at shallow depths, causing an expansion of the effective volume of geometrically necessary
dislocations [52,53]. In brief, the nanoscale plausible plasticity is governed by two main mechanisms,
either dislocation nucleation at the surface or interactions, movement and nucleation of the pre-existing
bulk (but close to the surface) dislocations. While the former case has been well known, the precise
role of the latter effect is the focus of this work.
The exploration of such nanoscale phenomena using nanoindentation displays the major bottleneck
of a very-hard-to-estimate contact area that prevents measures such as Vickers hardness to be well
defined. The CSM method provides significant improvement over traditional methods for hardness,
but there are still major experimental and fundamentally physical issues with the definition of contact
areas in the ultranano regime below 50 nm in common metals [54], such as the ones studied in this
work. While it is clear that contact areas in nm-level depths can be well defined only in simulations, the
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CSM-estimated hardness provides a relative measure that can provide invaluable insights, especially
in the statistical sense of large number of trials, if appropriate theoretical studies can provide precise
interpretations. For this purpose, and in order to understand the effect of bulk dislocation interactions
and nucleation, we decided to perform simulations in the absence of surface dislocation nucleation—in
this way, the overall qualitative effect of bulk dislocation driving is explored and understood.
To explore possible physical phenomena that could lead to the observed hardness deviation,
we have used two-dimensional discrete dislocation dynamics (2D DDD) simulations [48] (see also
Supplementary Materials (SM)) to account for the effect of in-plane stress and indentation depth. We
assumed that bulk dislocation sources are prevalent and also, indentation depths are small so that
indentation is primarily dominated by close-to-surface but bulk dislocation nucleation and movement.
In this way, we did not explicitly model surface dislocation nucleation. Details of the 2D DDD model
can be found in the Supplementary Materials (SM) and in Reference [48]. The density of pre-existing
dislocations was set at 3× 1012 m2. We noticed that for depths smaller than 10 nm, and holding the
depth fixed, the increase of in-plane stress results in a sharp decrease of the indentation force. This
result is consistent with the experimental findings reported in this work.
Furthermore, one may apply small-scale plasticity considerations using a local yield stress picture
framework. Gerberich et al. [55] linked the indentation size effect in the nanometer scale to a ratio
between the energy of newly created surface and plastic strain energy dissipation. The hardness in






for spherical indentation (tip radius R) where
S/V is the plastic surface area over volume ratio, δ is indentation depth. Based on the data of Au
in table 2 of [55], SV
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δ decreases at small indentation depth. We define σ f as the local material
flow stress, which is a function of the local dislocation density. In nanoindentation, the local flow
stress should determine the measured hardness. The local flow stress is expected to [56] have a
complex non-monotonic dependence on the local dislocation density at the nanoscale, in analogy with
early theoretical suggestions as well as studies of metallic nanopillars [57]. Following Reference [57],







ρ, where ρ is the local dislocation density, R is the nanoindenter’s radius, b is the
magnitude of the Burgers vector, and β, α are dimensionless fitting parameters which in our case
take the values 1.76× 10−3 and 0.46, respectively. For the indentation depth of 5 nm, our estimate of
hardness vs. in-plane stress is shown in Figure 4b (dashed line), which qualitatively agrees with our
simulation and experimental findings.
In the light of our nanoindentation experiments and their agreement with the simple DDD
simulations [48], we propose an alternative explanation for hardness size effects at the ultranano
regime [39]: for small indentation depths (below 10 nm for a Berkovich tip, but more generally
below the overall depth at which pop-ins would be expected), the applied stress-induced dislocation
motion statistically dominates the deformation, in the sense of ensemble-averaged behavior over
many indentation locations. At that length scale, initial dislocation density controls the deformation
behavior of the sample. This behavior is analogous to the source-limited regime found in pillar
compression [44,45,57]. For indentation depths above 10 nm, the dislocation density saturates, and
the system reaches the critical GND density threshold and is independent of the applied in-plane
stress. As the indentation depth increases, the dislocation density is controlled by dislocation source
nucleation, and the effect of dislocations generated by in-plane tension disappears at large indentation
depth (>50 nm).
5. Conclusions
In summary, we employed large arrays of nanoindentation tests on polycrystalline and single
crystalline pure FCC metals (Cu, Al) at different in-plane tensions to investigate the incipient
plasticity transition and size effect dependences in a statistical, spatially self-averaging manner.
The depth-dependent hardness measurements show a clear transition at ∼10 nm, as the applied
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in-plane stress increased to ∼50 MPa and the estimated in-plain strain rose to 0.3%. That is indicative
of the high stochastic behavior as small indentation depths disappeared at high in-plane stresses, while
pop-in statistics indicate that displacement bursts are insensitive to in-plane tension. The experiments
are comparable to insightful 2D–DDD simulations [48] (see also Supplementary Materials (SM)) and a
plausible constitutive dislocation density model. The identified effect appears independent from the
tip shape (spherical from Berkovich) but displays strong dependence on the material’s pre-existing
dislocation density. Nevertheless, it shall be noted that further verification of the identified effects
is required, since it is plausible that the stochastic variation of the experimental results may contain
significant contributions related to individual sample inhomogeneity and sample preparation details.
Supplementary Materials: More details on the experimental procedures and analysis methods are available
online at http://www.mdpi.com/2073-4352/9/12/652/s1.
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